**INSIDE**

**Containing Problems**
Recycling rinsate saves water and reduces the anxiety associated with clean-up

**New Chemistry**
A GCN special report focuses on new formulations and how they affect superintendents

**The Public Arena**
Is development in state parks the next public-access frontier, or is it one step too far?

**MCNABB EARNS HIGHEST HONOR**
Richard McNabb (right) is the latest to earn the prestigious Master Greenkeeper status. For story, see page 15.

**COURSE MAINTENANCE**
When & Stimpy: Two uses and interpretations
Study finds fungicide runoff after heavy rains

**COURSE DEVELOPMENT**
Will Masters win jumpstart Coore/Crenshaw? It's that time again: The GCN course listing

**COURSE MANAGEMENT**
Decision time nears for North American Golf
McLaughlin: Reliable feasibility tests needed

**SUPPLIER BUSINESS**
GCSAA pulls further out of Asia-Pacific
What's new in the marketplace?

**GRADUATION REPORT**
Trained irrigation techs, mechanics in demand
By PETER BLAIS

**RTC’s Kiawah auction scheduled for May 19**
By PETER BLAIS

**A PEARL IN THE EAST**
Dragon Pearl Golf Club, located outside Bangkok, Thailand, is one of the courses making a name for designer Jim Engh, who cut his teeth with IMG and Cotton Pennink. For more on a member of golf architecture's new breed, see page 45.

**Supers turn OSHA regs to their budgetary advantage**
By MARK LESLIE

**Oregon ryegrass growers organize bargaining group**
By HAL PHILLIPS